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ELABORATE
Flight Club Design Challenge
Teacher Resource
In the Flight Club Design Challenge, students connect biological understandings of flight
adaptations with design and technologies concepts to design, construct and evaluate ‘flying’
creatures. This design challenge can be completed with or without movement through a challenge
course, inspired by Queensland habitats; both options are described in further detail below.
1. Divide
	
students into small groups. Assign each group an Australian habitat: Arid Outback,
Open Forest, Rainforest and/or Coastal Intertidal. Students view the habitat images, and share
their knowledge and experiences about each with their group. Depending on their year level,
students can also answer the following questions:
• What are the biotic (living) and abiotic (non-living) features of this habitat?
• What adaptations would an animal need to survive in this habitat?

Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch

Queensland Museum, Jeff Wright

Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch

Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch

	Students record the main points from their conversation about the habitat and share their
learning with the class. Alternatively, students could participate in a jigsaw activity, whereby
new groups are formed featuring a representative student from each original habitat group.
Students then become the ‘expert’ about their habitat and take turns sharing their learning
with a smaller group of their peers.
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2. Students are introduced to the design challenge:
Without challenge course:
Design, create and present a bird with adaptations suitable for survival in their identified
Australian habitat.
OR
With challenge course:
Design and construct a ‘flying’ creature with the adaptations needed to survive in and move
through the challenge habitat.
If engaging with the challenge course option, please note the following:
• Students
	
should be inspired by all animals that are capable of moving through the air
(i.e. those that are capable of unpowered and powered flight).
• The
	
challenge course can be constructed in a variety of ways. For example, the course could
be based around the school playground. Alternatively, the course could be constructed using
classroom furniture or recyclable materials. Students could even be involved in the design
process, using digital systems, classroom resources and design and technologies tools,
equipment and techniques to complete this task.
• Specific obstacles featured in the challenge course could involve:
- Movement between objects
- Movement up, under, around and through objects
- Picking up and dropping off items
• Helium,
	
helium-grade balloons and balloon pumps are required to complete the challenge
course. Two balloons filled with helium are attached to the ‘flying creature’ – the heliumfilled balloons represent the creature’s ability to ‘fly’. Two balloon pumps are used to move
the creature through the challenge course.
3. Share or negotiate any specific challenge requirements, restrictions or criteria for success with
students. These may include:
• Size of student groups.
• Type
	
of animal to be created. This could be quite general (i.e. a real or imagined animal
capable of powered or unpowered flight) or specific (i.e. a bird).
• Materials to complete challenge, including number of balloons or balloon pumps.
• If
	 a monetary value is assigned to various materials, how much each material will cost to
purchase and the total budget for each group.
• Time limit to complete challenge.
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4. Students work in their groups to complete the challenge. During this phase, students
brainstorm and generate ideas and solutions to the challenge, and experiment with the
implementation of these ideas.
Students should consider the features and structural, functional and/or behavioural adaptations
their animal will need to have to survive in the chosen habitat such as body shape, wing shape
and size, beak, feet, bone density. They generate a labelled diagram of their animal, including
an explanation of each feature and how these will help the animal survive in its habitat or how
the adaptations respond to the biotic and abiotic factors within the habitat. Students could
also provide their animal with a scientific name. Students then construct their animal from
recycled materials.

Queensland Museum, Peter Waddington

	 engaging with the challenge course option, students should be encouraged to test and refine
If
their design as often as possible through the course within the allocated time limit. They can
also identify the forces acting on their designed animal as it moves through the course, and how
these forces could be increased or decreased in different ways. Students could also construct
force-arrow diagrams that identify the type, size and direction of forces that are acting on their
creature as it moves through the course.
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Students moving their ‘flying creatures’ through the challenge course, using helium-filled balloons and balloon pumps. Queensland Museum,
Peter Waddington

5. 	Students reflect on and evaluate their designs. The following questions may be used to guide
this process:
• What
	
new knowledge/understandings helped you to make decisions about your animal
design?
• Are there any further adaptations that could improve your design?
• What
	
were the main challenges you experienced during the design process? How did you
overcome these?
• What key science/design learning have you taken from this experience?
• How could you apply this knowledge and understanding to your learning in other contexts?
• What more would we like to know about flight?
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Curriculum Links
Science
YEAR 5
Science Understanding
Living things have structural features and adaptations that
help them to survive in their environment (ACSSU043)

Science Inquiry Skills
Communicate ideas, explanations and processes using
scientific representations in a variety of ways, including multimodal texts (ACSIS093)

YEAR 6
Science Understanding
The growth and survival of living things are affected by the
physical conditions of their environment (ACSSU094)

Science Inquiry Skills
Communicate ideas, explanations and processes using
scientific representations in a variety of ways, including multimodal texts (ACSIS110)

YEAR 7
Science Understanding
Change to an object’s motion is caused by unbalanced forces,
including Earth’s gravitational attraction, acting on the object
(ACSSU117)

Science Inquiry Skills
Communicate ideas, findings and evidence based solutions to
problems using scientific language, and representations, using
digital technologies as appropriate (ACSIS133)

Design and Technologies
YEAR 5 AND 6
Design and Technologies: Knowledge and
Understanding
Investigate characteristics and properties of a range of
materials, systems, components, tools and equipment and
evaluate the impact of their use (ACTDEK023)

Design and Technologies: Process and Production
Skills
Critique needs or opportunities for designing, and investigate
materials, components, tools, equipment and processes to
achieve intended designed solutions (ACTDEP024)
Generate, develop and communicate design ideas and
processes for audiences using appropriate technical terms and
graphical representation techniques (ACTDEP025)

Select appropriate materials, components, tools, equipment
and techniques and apply safe procedures to make designed
solutions (ACTDEP026)
Negotiate criteria for success that include sustainability to
evaluate design ideas, processes and solutions (ACTDEP027)
Develop project plans that include consideration of
resources when making designed solutions individually and
collaboratively (ACTDEP028)

YEAR 7 AND 8
Design and Technologies: Knowledge and
Understanding
Analyse ways to produce designed solutions through selecting
and combining characteristics and properties of materials,
systems, components, tools and equipment (ACTDEK034)

Design and Technologies: Process and Production
Skills
Critique needs or opportunities for designing, and investigate,
analyse and select from a range of materials, components,
tools, equipment and processes to develop design ideas
(ACTDEP035)
Generate, develop, test and communicate design ideas,
plans and processes for various audiences using appropriate
technical terms and technologies, including graphical
representation techniques (ACTDEP036)
Select and justify choices of materials, components, tools,
equipment and techniques to effectively and safely make
designed solutions (ACTDEP037)
Independently develop criteria for success to evaluate
design ideas, processes and solutions and their sustainability
(ACTDEP038)
Use project management processes when working individually
and collaboratively to coordinate production of designed
solutions (ACTDEP039)

General Capabilities
Numeracy
Estimating and calculating with whole numbers
Using spatial reasoning

Critical and Creative Thinking
Inquiring – identifying, exploring and organising information
and ideas
Generating ideas, possibilities and actions
Reflecting on thinking and processes
Analysing, synthesising and evaluating reasoning and
procedures
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Flight Club Design Challenge
Student Activity
Australian Habitats
Arid Outback

Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch

Open Forest

Queensland Museum, Jeff Wright
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Rainforest

Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch

Coastal Intertidal

Queensland Museum, Gary Cranitch
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Flight Club Design Challenge
Student Activity
Task: Challenge Course
Design and construct a ‘flying’ creature with the adaptations needed to survive in and move
through the challenge habitat.

You must:
• Investigate how different types of animals achieve flight. This can be powered or unpowered flight.
You should also identify the features of the habitat in which your ‘flying’ creature must survive.
• Design your ‘flying’ creature. Draw a labelled diagram of your creature. Make sure you explain
its features and adaptations and how these help the creature survive in its habitat.
• Create your creature from recyclable materials supplied by your teacher.
• Test your creature through the challenge habitat.
• Refine your creature so that it moves better through the challenge habitat.
• Collaborate in teams of two.
• Evaluate continuously to construct a ‘flying’ creature with the adaptations needed to survive in
and move through the challenge habitat.
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Flight Club Design Challenge
Student Activity
Task: Without Challenge Course
Design, create and present a bird with adaptations suitable for survival in their identified
Australian habitat.

You must:
• Investigate how different types of animals achieve flight. This can be powered or unpowered flight.
You should also identify the features of the habitat in which your ‘flying’ creature must survive.
• Design your ‘flying’ creature. Draw a labelled diagram of your creature. Make sure you explain
its features and adaptations and how these help the creature survive in its habitat.
• Collaborate in teams of two.
• Evaluate your design and learning you have taken from this experience.
• Present your design to the class.
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Investigate
Identify the characteristics of the habitat in which your ‘flying’ creature must survive. Describe the
adaptations that will allow your animal to fly and survive within this habitat.

Habitat

Characteristics of Habitat

Adaptation

Type of Adaptation

Survival Advantage
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Design
Draw a labelled diagram of your creature. Make sure you explain its features and adaptations and
how these help the creature survive in its habitat.
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Create
Construct your creature, making sure to keep a record of the materials used and their cost. It is
important to meet the budget requirements set by your teacher!
Total Budget

Item

Cost per item

Number of items

Total cost

GRAND TOTAL
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Test and Refine
Test your creature’s ability to move through the challenge habitat. How well did your creature
move through the habitat? What modifications do you need to make to help it move through the
habitat better? Record any modifications made, and reasons for these modifications, below.
Modification

Reason
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Evaluate
Reflect on your actions with your team or class after you have completed the design challenge.
You might like to think about the following questions to assist with your reflection:
• What new knowledge/understandings helped you to make decisions about your animal design?
• Are there any further adaptations that could improve your design?
• What were the main challenges you experienced during the design process? How did you
overcome these?
• What key science/design learning have you taken from this experience?
• How could you apply this knowledge and understanding to your learning in other contexts?
• What more would you like to know about flight?
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After the challenge, construct a force-arrow diagram to record the type, size and direction of forces
that acted on your creature as it moved through the habitat.

How could you increase or decrease the effects of:
Gravity
Thrust
Drag
Buoyancy
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